
Provider of Information Contract- Date____ 

This contractual agreement is entered between the Manufacturer 

represented by Budapest Home Office (BHO), Mandalay kft., QX World, 

Mandalay Prague, Sterling srl of Romania and any other marketer, 

manufacturer or distributor of the SCIO, Eductor style technology and 

______________________________________________________Name 

______________________________________________________contact 

______________________________________________________birth 

  (henceforth referred to as Provider).   

The Provider will provide information via lecture or multimedia their opinion 

and they will make public notice this is their opinion, experience, or other 

about health care topics. Both sides agree to indemnify each other of any 

responsibility for the independent actions of the other.  

 The term of the contract is for 5 years with renewal with mutual 

agreement. The jurisdiction of the contract is International law and 

European Law and all judicial conflicts will be resolved in Budapest, 

Hungary. All laws of the area of the lecture need to be respected and it is the 

responsibility of the Provider to research such law. 

 

1. Provider agrees to act as a Provider of Information for the Manufacturer. 

The duties involve ethical execution of the following: 

A. Work for and under the direction of the International Medical 

University of Natural Education (IMUNE) not bad mouth or slander 

IMUNE or its workers in any fashion and represent IMUNE well.  

B. Presentation of electrical bio-medical-engineering principles used 

in making and operating the EPFX / SCIO device and software.  

C. Presentation of personal experience of natural medicine, with 

emphasis on evidenced based inquiry as much as can be done.  



D. Ethical supervision of other providers of information and disclaimer 

of personal opinions, and any unregistered product or service cannot 

be presented as registered. Full disclosure of experimentation and 

any informed consent is mandatory.  

C. Presentation and knowledge of clinical and medical research with 

documentation of such research. Any opinions not fully validated but 

be disclaimed as opinion.   

D. Not Market any other product during the service as a provider 

unless preapproved by Manufacturer. Failure to report breaks this 

contract and can result in disciplinary or legal actions.  

E. Provider is free to do other lectures Provider agrees to not 

misrepresent the Manufacturer, IMUNE or such product in a bad light.  

F. Provider must never take part in any sale or represent them as a 

salesperson in any fashion. Provider offers free speech opinions and 

experiences and is not paid per sale or any sales remuneration.  

2. Manufacturer agrees to pay to or for the Provider the following: 

A. Travel and lodging Expenses and an Honorarium of 200 euro/day of 

pre-approved lecturing. All expenses and fee must be pre-approved by 

Manufacturer. Provider must bear any expenses not preapproved.  

 3. MUTUAL REFERRALS 

Both parties agree to refer to each other inquiries from prospective 

clients whose requirements are best served by the other party. This 

applies to business inquiries posted either on or off the Internet.   

4. CONFIDENTIALITY-- Both parties agree:  

1) Not to disclose to any unauthorized personnel organization 

confidential information and trade secrets concerning Manufacturer 

multimedia material products, technologies and related business 

arrangements;  

2) To share in a timely fashion market intelligence which include, but 



are not limited to, surveys, complaints and rumors. 

 5. COVENANT NOT TO COMPETE, DISCLOSE, OR DISPENSE 

Both parties agree not to engage in any business activities 

competitive with each other. Provider agrees not to try to distribute or 

disclose in any fashion any material, client information or multimedia 

material owned by Manufacturer.  

 6. DISPEL and REPORT RUMORS or SLANDER 

Both parties agree to report any rumors, slander, innuendos, or any 

defamation of any parties to such parties. Both parties agree to try to 

dispel such defamation and to set up direct interaction or conference 

call to stop any backstabbing or misrepresentation. This especially 

applies to Desire’ Dubounet and her family and workers.  

 7. JURISDICTION 

In case of any irreconcilable dispute between the parties, this agreement 

shall be interpreted, enforced according to International law and the law of 

the country where Manufacturer establishes its headquarters. (presently 

Budapest, Hungary) The individuals whose signatures appear below are 

bona_fide to enter into this agreement for their respective parties. 

 

Manufacturer: 

 

Provider: 

 

Witness: 

 

No amendment to this agreement shall be binding on either party unless the 

amendment is in writing and executed by both parties with the formality as 

this agreement.  Each page of this document needs to initialed.  

__(END OF DOCUMENT) – 


